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months ago and said in low voice as our interview

came to close You know think we won the battle

but lost the war

CONCH CANT

June 1999 Charles Carothers

Forty-five years ago was finishing my
orthopaedic residency in Memphis and realized that

had to pick place to begin gainful practice and

probably spend the rest of my life The majority of my
cohorts at the Willis Campbell Clinic had leanings
south of the Mason-Dixon Line or in the West
Connecticut Yankee was going back to his stomping
grounds in Hartford and Canadian confreres were

returning to man to their home provinces including
British Columbia Saskatchewan and Ontario While the

thought of returning home to Cincinnati to walk up the

steps at 409 Broadway as the third generation in 65

year old practice was always in the back of my mind it

did not have the vitality or glamour exposed on several

previous short winter visits in South Florida

widely known orthopaedist at that time team

physician for the Dolphins was encouraging me to come
into his practice The invitation to head south with

my wife and pursue the matter seriously was punctuated
by call from my cousin former Harvard Medical

School co-student urging me to make the trip but

emphatically adding that much more desirable

opportunity was awaiting my investigation Subsequent
days in Miami were hectic for two orthopaedic camps
were vying to interest the Carothers in making this

move Wining and dining in the evening hours was
followed by days revealing the professional assets of

the respective practices The sports doc topped his

assets with walk through his home to private dock
where an ocean racing yawl was proudly displayed This
had great appeal since sailing had been my summer
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avocation in upper Michigan since the age of 11 On
the other side of the ledger was shown larger
vital practice which had already outgrown the

capabilities of three partners was driven to the

Variety Crippled Childrens Hospital and advised that

this could be my private bailiwick where all the

special surgeries learned in Memphis could be done in

an institution fully under my control

weekend capped off this visit giving us great
introduction to South Florida recreation at cousin

McNaughtons Key Largo family ITcamp located on
beautiful sound opening directly to the ocean in the

region now occupied by the United States only
underwater national park the John Pennekamp The

park includes majority of the extensive coral reef
which is by far the largest in the Western Hemisphere
making the abutting coral keys as different from the

mainland of South Florida as the city of New Orleans
and Lake Pontchartrain are from the Cajun bayous across
the Mississippi The laid back uncontrolled jumble of

the keys which caused settlers in the 19th century to

call themselves Conchs persists to this time People
hankered for independence from the United States and
liked to call their strip of pearls the Conch

Republic

Four couples joined us for the weekend in Key
Largo and we were soon introduced to the inexhaustible
richness of the reef which rivals the Caribbean for

sport fishing as well as the then new underwater

fishing of the swimmer and diver What greeting the

reef gave when first dropped off the boat in mask and
fins in time to see huge unconcerned ray glide
beneath my dangling feet This brought melange of

visions to mind for as youth on winter Saturday
afternoons had followed Edward Robinson Humphrey
Bogart and Jack Holt struggling on the deep with

sharks octopi giant squid and rays As soon as had

gotten over the shock of my proximity to the huge ray
an arbôlette French spear gun was pressed into my
hands and was urged out into the open for my first
kill Only few minutes later armed but with no

instruction sighted down the length of the arbôlette
and pulled the trigger on large hog snapper only to

have the recoil shatter my mask This sent me
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immediately back to the side of the boat for good

laugh by the Floridians who crowned me with fresh

mask and pointed to nearby Turtle Rocks charted

reef

The afternoon continued with series of new

experiences When large group of barracuda became

far friendlier than liked learned immediately that

size is critical in crystal clear water for you have

little to fear in spite of that fishs deserved

reputation as one of the most voracious predators in

the area We capped the trip back to the sound by

dip in mangrove cut where six small tarpon swam up to

my mask looked me over and then darted off at the

speed of light McNaughton wanting me to have good
trophy after my sad experience with the broken mask
pointed down to small head sticking out from coral

ledge about 10 feet below and handed me the loaded

arbôlette Determined to make clean kill this time
dove down and laid it on the prey which turned out

to be large moray eel about four feet long heavy in

girth As dragged my prey out of his coral lair the
eel viciously slashed at the steel spear which had
transfixed him swam away somewhat hurriedly
dragging the spear as far behind as the tether allowed
throwing the arbôlette into the boat to non-swimming
lawyer who thought he was safe from such contact In

spite of his protestations then swam off for open
water

My enthusiasm for the professional opportunities
in the fast growing sub-tropical city of Miami laced

by the great weekend in the Florida keys was

subsequently tempered by the northeastern conservatism
of my mate July 1954 found me at 730 a.m in the

operating room of the Deaconess Hospital on Straight
Street about to do hip replacement on an elderly
patient who had been cared for by my uncle Unfamiliar
with the unusual local requirement that one bring all

special instruments to case had arrived with only
few specialty items in my toolkit Miss Meyers the

operating room supervisor quickly assembled full

armamentarium of instruments borrowed from other
members of the attending staff so that the procedure
could proceed on schedule had joined the family
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practice and that afternoon would trudge up the steps
of 409 Broadway to begin my career in orthopaedics

About 40 years after laying down the knife at the

Deaconess Twink and finally decided that it would be

nice to put some roots down in Florida so that we could

escape the vicissitudes of southern Ohios colder
months We were acquainted with number of spots
where Cincinnati snow birds had roosted but the

problem of selecting specific area for trial settled
down to pulling straws from field of three We

promptly rented beach condo on Hutchinson Island at

Stuart Florida Having had delightful stay finding

many good friends already in residence we placed
down payment on small condominium before leaving for

home It seemed to have everything dock for my
projected fishing boat on the inland side and private
beach on the ocean Twink rationalized the limited
size of the condominium by pointing out that visitors
could be put up in the nearby inn Her view pleased me

but was short-lived On the drive back to Cincinnati
subliminal doubts surfaced and Twink voiced concern
about lack of space should her siblings or mother
decide to visit us in Florida As for me the need to

drive miles through heavy traffic in Stuart to reach

golf club surfaced as an unreckoned obstacle The

upshot we kissed our earnest money goodbye and went
back to pulling straws

About 15 years earlier Literarian Gene Saenger had
loaned us his access card so that we could visit the

Ocean Reef Club on Key Largo Twink and had dinner
at the Inn after random drive around the Reef We

saw much new ongoing building lot of it with
redundant architecture and proximity of structure The

years had dulled this turn off due to enthusiasm for

the Reef in all conversations about the area with any
and all who spent time at this most eastern end of Key
Largo It was therefore with eager anticipation that

we read Ocean Reef on the next straw

Three winters as condo renters sustained our
interest in the Reef but during our third season Twink

pointed out that the amenities of the currently leased
condominium were far inferior to those of the first

one Advised that she didnt have to live like this
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urged her to call an attractive friend who had shown

us properties previously With flurry of activity
before we left on our drive back to Cincinnati we
identified two small inside homes which could satisfy
our needs Since time was running out gambled on
simultaneous bids for both properties This upset my

spouse who late one evening asked what we were going
to do if both bids were accepted countered with the

wisdom of my former orthopaedic partner Ralph Garfield

Carothers who early on pointed out that time solves
most problems just sit tight shall disappoint
listeners and tell you that acceptance of both bids did
not materialize Our abode-to-be the newer of the

two was sold with the stricture that its new

furnishings including monstrous entertainment center
confronted by garish Sears Roebuck lounger garnished
by other unappetizing furniture would not be included
in the sale Thus to my wifes relief she was

required to find furnishings consistent with her own
tastes

All was not peaches and cream however for two and

one half months after we closed the deal in steaming

lawyers office at Homestead Florida chaotic
natural event called Hurricane Andrew decimated the

eastern end of Key Largo which is geographically the
barrier island for the town of Homestead You may
remember that this town bore the brunt of the

economically most damaging hurricane in American

experience The flip side of the coin was that this
natural tragedy had cleansing effect throughout the

Reef Within one year after removing mountains of

debris and vegetation there was rebirth of tropical
beauty never previously imagined punctuated by
freshened and rebuilt abodes including those which had

caught my eye on my first visit to the Reef

Leaving the gates of the Ocean Reef Club to drive
west on Florida 905 takes one back about 100 years
through 13 uninhabited miles to U.S which hits Key
Largo amidship when it leaves the Florida mainland

cyclone wire fence has been installed along the first
mile or so to protect the indigenous Florida crocodile

rare species confined to this area After this drive

through typical jungle one joins U.S and the
urbanized area of the key at the site where Henry
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Flagers Florida East Coast Railroad completed in

1912 left the mainland for its hundred plus mile trip
to Key West Thus Ocean Reef is as far away from
urbanization as one can get in the entire Conch

Republic and it is easy to see why development of

areas distant from that umbilical cord was for decades

unlikely and capricious

The census of Key Largo in 1880 included less than
100 people although there had been some attempts at

farming on this largest of the Conch Republic Keys In

1866 Captain Ben Baker King of the Wreckers in Key
West moved to Key Largo to be closer to the dangerous
and therefore highly productive Carysfort Reef
Baker imported 6000 pineapple ITsuckersiT from Cuba and

planted them on his Key Largo property He had dreams

of harvesting 60000 pineapples by 1876 and his

earnings from pineapples were $7000 in 1871 tidy
sum in those days News of his success spread and the

population of the northern Keys which had dwindled to

almost after earlier Indian hostilities at Indian

Key picked up with hardy souls moving in to begin

pineapple planting using the slash and burn method
itinerant Bahamian blacks doing the pine cutting at

harvest time It is hard for Midwesterner to

understand why atolls such as Key Largo with

practically no soil covering the hard coral might
yield 10000 pineapples per acre

Baker was joined by couple named Lowe and six

Johnson brothers all sharing dream that thriving

pineapple plantations encompassing 146 acres near the

settlement of Planter could supply pineapple to the

entire eastern part of the United States Amos Lowe

shipped 36000 pineapples to New York in 1876 and by
1882 another plantation expected to ship 480000
pineapples farming having spread from Key Largo north
to Elliot Key uninhabited today although great place
for flotilla of picnickers from the Reef All

went well until devastating hurricanes in 1906 and 1909

destroyed most of the crop and homes at Planter marking
the beginning of the end The hurricanes were followed

by blight and six years later Henry Flaglers
overseas railroad rolled by filled with pineapples
which did not originate in the Keys but were grown in

Cuba and boated to the railhead in Key West Thus even
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completion of the overseas railroad eliminating the

need for hazardous water transportation did not
vitalize the area

Today there are few signs of the old railroad as

one heads south on U.s and hits the middle of Key
Largo for the roadbed was actually replaced by the

highway As one drives along U.S in the Keys
haphazard development common to all Keys communities is

evident Old timers and some independent new corners

call themselves Conchs thus honoring the dreams of

their predecessors who hankered to raise Conch

Republic flag on atolls separated economically and

politically from the United States and Florida This

independent attitude fostered by isolation and

privation because of the treacherous sea access from

Florida was not killed by Henry Flaglers railroad
It took the subsequent extension of U.S built on
the railbed and its bridges to effectively open the

Keys to the 20th Century

The exceedingly treacherous waters which bathe the

eastern side of the Keys both molded and slowed Keys
history for several hundred years until wreckers and
treasure hunters of the 19th century began to report
incomes which drew attention to this backwater The
modus operandi of the wreckers involved unloading reef
shipwrecks in shallow draft boats which could be sailed
into the coves and creeks between the keys There
plunder was stored until it could be legally shared
with the former owners or illegally sold as contraband
without the seal of the United States District Court of

Key West For number of decades the center of the

wrecking industry in Key West contributed heavily to

its per capita income making it about the highest in

the United States with other sources of income stemming
from sponging and cigar making

The necessity for lights warning ships of the

unending treacherous reefs extending from east to west

along the Keys was recognized in 1823 John Whalton of

St Augustine having acquired reputation as one of

the first pilots of the coast was engaged by Lt James

Ramage commander of the U.S Schooner Porpoise to

select sites for navigation lights along the shoals
Carysfort Reef was selected as the location for light
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in 1824 and the 220 ton schooner-rigged light ship
Caesar was completed in 1825 and operated thereafter as

the Carysfort Light The crew of this ship kept
little garden at nearby cove charted to this day as

Garden Cove Any of you listening to this paper can

drop in on most disreputable looking waterside
restaurant boasting about 15 different tap beers but

with bona fide French chef/owner who prepares
delicious Florida lobster and rack of lamb on daily
basis The lightship was named for the Haitian pirate
Henri Caesar called Black Caesar who achieved great
wealth until hung in Virginia in 1718 Caesar used

creek just north of Key Largo still bearing his name
to careen his vessel The same creek is used today to

approach Elliot Key from Hawks Channel on the ocean
side Even the light ship fell into the hands of

wreckers for she was driven ashore by storms 50 miles

north of Cape Florida on her delivery trip to

Carysfort Not seriously damaged the ship was

repaired reoutfitted and then proceeded to her

permanent mooring at the east end of Carysfort Reef
Wreckers whose center of operations were further west

at Indian Key off Lower Matecumbe were disgusted by
the navigationally judicious location for this light
ship however they were eventually rewarded when the

ship began to rot away Six years after launching she

had to be sailed back to Key West for refitting and

new light ship Florida made of rot resisting live

oak was built in New York arriving at Carysfort in

1831

The monotonous life of the lightship crew tending
their vegetables at Garden Cove with great difficulty
obtaining fresh water was enlivened by several
incidents In September 1835 the Florida was severely
damaged in gale and in October 1836 the lightships
farm garden and all buildings were destroyed by the

Seminoles On June 23 1837 Whalton and one of his men
were killed in volley of musket fire and scalped when

coming ashore from the lightship His family with

children was taken by the wreckers to their

headquarters on Indian Key and the lightship continued

to operate under another keeper until she was replaced
by the present Carysfort Lighthouse in 1852 Gradually

whole chain of improved lights were installed

including those at the Elbow Molasses and Alligator
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Reefs and passing ships picked up new light as soon
as the preceding one dimmed Wrecking as lucrative
business was killed and finally in 1921 the registry
in Key West was closed

Just west of Key Largo are the key town and

creek all names Tavernier Molasses Reef opposite
this key was fruitful site for wrecks and nearby
deep Tavernier Creek was convenient for the wreckers
when they sought to illegally download cargo Further

west the light at Alligator Reef opposite Upper
Matecumbe was in service continuously until destroyed
by the hurricane of September 1935 when the journal
signed by Jones Pervis Lighthouse Keeper described
its destruction with the barometer at 27.30 inches
Other ledgers show that manned light ships had more to

contend with than hurricanes however for journal
entry in 1827 records the return of mutinous prisoner
to the Caesar lightship by the U.S Revenue Cutter
Marion

Salvagers or pirates depending on your point of

view usually called wreckers by Florida historians
were at the earliest Bahamians sent to the Keys for
the lumber needed in shipbuilding especially mahogany
acana or wild dilly Records in 1775 reveal that

Captain Bernard Romans charted these Florida waters and

gave Iplain and easy direction to navigators over the

banks of the Bahamas the coast of the two Floridas
north of Cuba and the dangerous Gulf passage Captain
Romans attempted to silence the idea that wreckers used
false lights ashore to increase their take but John
James Audubon before his 1832 expedition to the Keys
was prejudiced against them Audubon changed his

opinion while visiting with the wreckers when he went
to the Keys on the Revenue Cutter Marion He was
dissuaded of the idea that these men were pirates for

they were most gracious and cooperative Eating aboard

wrecking vessel which was clean well ordered and

friendly both Audubon and his good friend Dr
Benjamin Strobel were impressed by the wreckers
The Key West physician described wrecker captains as

jovial good humored sons of Neptune with crews of

hardy well dressed and honest looking men
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Since as many as 150 ships day might pass along
the Florida Keys the size of the wrecking and salvage
business drew the attention of Congress which enacted

law that both cargo and vessel would be forfeited if

salvaged goods were shipped to foreign ports The

Bahamians therefore moved to the Keys and were duly
licensed by the United States Problems were

adjudicated to the U.S Court of Key West from 1828
The wrecked ships and cargos were sold at auction with

percentage going to the wreckers the underwriters
and the owners of the vessels Five hundred ships
valued at $16000000 were wrecked on the Florida reefs
between 1850 and 1860

Opposite the light at Alligator Reef on Indian Key
an enterprising wrecker named Jacob Houseman
established community in 1831 He got his start in

1825 when he came across wrecked and abandoned French

Brig He of loaded its cargo carrying it to St
Augustine where territorial law allowed him to keep
95% Housemans next opportunity was to pilot the

wrecked and ref bated French Brig Vigilant from Key
Vacas to Key West for 75% of the value of the vessel
and cargo including $32000 in coin Jacob Houseman
left the area following this coup to resurface only 35

miles from the Carysfort Reef Based on wrecking his

annual income was in the lOs of thousands of dollars
and he lived in two-story mansion graced by
beautiful wife Houseman busily agitated to separate
Indian Key from the authority of Key West although
Indian Key was only an 11 acre island It was

tropical powerhouse for in addition to his handsome

home Houseman had four wrecking vessels hotel 30

houses with cottages and workshops four wharves
large warehouse and dozen or more Negro slaves
Located uniquely close to the most productive area for

wrecking Housemans unquenchable thirst for money and

power carried him to preeminence Since the water off

Indian Key was deep enough to allow large vessels to

cross the reef and enter Hawks Channel Houseman was in

the perfect position

Jacob Houseman also ran the usual company store
where all settlers and employees found themselves in

his debt in short order Constantly in litigation
because of unfair valuations placed upon downloaded
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cargo by his toadies he worked to separate Indian Key
from Monroe County and Key West This move was brought
to boil when judgment in the Federal Superior Court
in Key West reduced his share of one wreck from 56% to

25% In February 1836 he accomplished the division of

Monroe County with Indian Key designated as the

temporary new county seat Houseman built the
courthouse at his own expense saw to it that the first

county judge was his personal attorney and the first
clerk his long-time chief clerk Rising Indian unrest
and the murder of the captain and crewmen from the

Carysfort lightship caused Houseman to petition the

Secretary of the Treasury for revenue cutter

permanently stationed at Indian Key but his nefarious

dealings began to catch up with him When two salvage
cases were ruled against him in 1838 his influence was
curtailed and his character was described in congress
as suspect It was recommended that Indian Key not

be accorded the position of Port of Entry
Housemans fortunes began to fail his license as

wrecker was revoked and he was denied salvage awards

for his four vessels

When his resources from wrecking failed Houseman

cleverly switched to other interests including
agricultural ventures at plantations on Lower Matecumbe
and Lignum Vitae Keys where he was attempting to raise
coffee bean plants He also proposed to the governor
and legislative council of Florida as well as the
President and Congress of the United States that he be

offered chance to kill Indians in south Florida at

$200 per head This proposal refused Houseman also

petitioned Congress for land grant in south Florida

so that he might start settlement having learned
about this possible ploy through his friendship with
the distinguished horticulturist and physician Dr
Henry Perrine Dr Perrine while serving as U.S
Consul in Mexico had become interested in the

cultivation of tropical plants Perrine planned to

move to land grant on the southern Florida mainland
to commercially raise sisal logwood cochineal cactus
and cotton Perrine did not live to occupy his land

grant but its site is now the town of Perrine
Florida Until the hostilities with the Indians
subsided he accepted Jacob Housemans proposal that his

family temporarily take up residence on Indian Key
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Perrine described Houseman at that time as the only

other man in the area who had the taste and the means

to propagate and preserve precious plants

Dr Henry Perrine and his family continued to live

on Indian Key with naval forces known as the Mosquito
Fleet under the command of Lt McLaughlan also using
Indian Key as their storage depot He had very little

in common with the wreckers and turtlers who lived at

Indian Key and Perrine would not even allow the

officers of the Mosquito Fleet to meet his daughters
Sarah and Esther Perrine acted almost as an educated

south Florida Johnny Appleseed for he sailed small

schooner named The Charles and Edward along the

Everglades west coast and Cape Sable planting seeds

wherever he went

When the fleet moved northward to the Everglades
in 1840 to hunt down Seminoles leaving Indian Key
unprotected 17 dugout armada of Indians descended on

Indian Key at 200 a.m the morning of August to

attack Housemans stronghold Jacob and his wife

escaped by running out the back door down the shore

and swimming to the schooner Medium moored off shore

Houseman saw his settlement go up in flames remarking
to his wife there goes $200000 Perrine had

returned just prior to the attack from planting trip

arriving just in time for the 200 a.m Indian attack
Perrine was killed in the burning Houseman house almost

before the eyes of his wife and children who had

escaped under the wharf to the deck of the Medium

Returning to Key West after this disaster Jacob

Houseman found work as seaman aboard wrecker Nine

months after the Spanish Indians as they were

called had destroyed his little empire he was killed

in heavy sea when crushed between his vessel and the

hull of wreck He was buried by his wife Elizabeth
at Indian Key Having seized every opportunity to turn

circumstances to his advantage without regard to law or

moral principles Housemans practices and notoriety
did much to further the impression that wreckers were

indeed pirates His end seems almost to have been

poetic justice
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have mentioned spongings contribution to the

high per capita income in Key West in the latter part
of the 19th Century Sponge harvesting near Key West
was made possible because of the prolific variety of

sponges in shallow water present throughout the
treacherous waters of the Keys As early as 1880

Jeremy Fogerty and Commodore Ralph Monroe conducted
experiments in artificial sponge cultivation an
industry protected by an act passed in the state
legislature which granted people the right to plant and
propagate sponge in waters adjacent to their land and
to have police protection over the beds of planted
sponges Dr F.A Moore of the U.S Department of

Fisheries had pointed out that successful sponge
farming demanded areas where there was no fresh water
intrusion or sandy bottom and where there was also
protection from poachers Dr Moore advocated
fastening cuttings from natural sponges to concrete
disks with wire and planting these pallets in shallow
water

The area of Sugarloaf Key immediately east of Key
West was particularly friendly for sponging attracting
the attention in 1910 of most unlikely individual
named Charles Chase An Englishman who had come to the

states to earn his fortune in show business he and his
beautiful actress wife fell in love with Key West where
they spent the summer of 1906 Charles persuaded his
brother George who also had migrated to the United
States to become businessman in Chicago to form the
Florida Keys Sponge and Fruit Company With him they
purchased for $45000 the properties on Sugarloaf Key
where sponge farming had already begun The town of

Chase Florida became bustling village of 100 souls
including factory where concrete disks were made for

sponge attachment Anticipating huge profits the
stockholders voted for an early harvest of the first
planting but the estimated time for maturity of four

years was extended to five or six years In 1914 the
Chase brothers ran out of capital Their run to

England for more money was interrupted by World War
and in May 1917 the Florida Keys Sponge and Fruit

Company was declared bankrupt and was sold to Miami
Beach real estate salesman named R.C Perky for
$200000
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look at the sponge market in Key West in 1892 is

interesting Greek immigrant named A.J Arapian held

sway and was known as the Sponge King his annual

sales reaching $500000 In the market sponges were

grouped according to species and quality and the piles
of sponges changed ownership within an hour going to

lofts where sorting grading trimming and bleaching
were carried out While today we have myriad of

synthetic products used in industrial assembly it is

surprising to learn that this limited sponge market

supplied material used in roofing paper electrical

insulation ceramic production as well as in the

bathrooms of the nation

All Keys activities which have described

depended entirely on water transportation prior to the

building of the overseas railroad by Henry Flagler
Finally completed January 22 1912 construction
involved pouring millions of cubic yards of rock and
fill into the shallows between the keys The task
demanded importation of Mississippi River

sternwheelers floating derricks barge mounted pile
drivers and hundreds of construction workers many of

whom were killed in the hurricanes of 1906 1909 and

1910 Small towns sprang up as the roadway pressed
westward accounting for the birth of the largest town

in the Keys chain east of Key West namely Marathon
While the dreams of Henry Flagler for the railroad

eventually died with him in May 1913 the roadbed

provided the Keys with the umbilical cord upon which

was built the overseas highway started in 1923 and
dedicated January 25 1928 With this improved access

to the keys Key Largo had temporary heyday in the

mid 1920s During this boom the key boasted paved
streets pink sidewalks cast iron boulevard lights and

hot shot real estate salesmen Large tracts of land

were subdivided and streets were laid so that property
could be shown and sold to the gullible The bottom

dropped out following the 1926 hurricane but the

camp which visited in 1954 with the McNaughtons
was at that time the base of operations for an earlier

family member who was bitten if not partially consumed

by the boom bug

At the eastern end of Key Largo as far away from

the main artery of the Keys as one can get in the
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TConch Republic homemade open boat Dispatch
powered by two oarsmen named for the creek which makes
water access to the tip of Key Largo from both the
ocean and Card Sound possible met in midwinter 1885

the small coastwise steamer which regularly brought
provisions and mail This is how Thomas Lowe Sr
arrived to purchase for less than $400 homestead of
40 acres Sharing his homestead to engage in sponging
and turtling were other folks who raised everything
from bees to pumpkins They were joined in 1908 by one
A.K Spear who had acquired the ocean side property in
this area One W.A Scott of Fargo North Dakota
having acquired the bay side property of the area
built fine two story coral rock house with
fireplace dining room and palm planted front lawn
Eventually this structure became part of the main
clubhouse of what was to become the Florida Keys
Anglers Club

By 1919 road was put in from Jewfish Creek and
the prohibition years saw the future Anglers Club
become semiprivate fishing camp which toadied to the

more adventurous of the lost generation of the 20s
looking for more action than the Roney Plaza or the
Miami Biltmore could provide Herbert Hoover brought
his yacht to this Card Sound location and Dashiell
Hammett built cottage on the property The great
depression saw the first closure of the enclave in 1936
followed by three struggling years and second closure
in 1939 which lasted until 1945 At this time the

property was reopened as private club the journeymen
transportation of 1885 having been replaced by 36
foot Cris Craft operating out of bona-fide marina
All activities were water related during the first
decades of the club but by 1960 even non boat owning
membership was arranged Major hurricanes such as

Carol Edna Hazel Audrey and even the giant hurricane
Diana in 1960 made weather history but failed to cause

stumble in the activity of the Anglers Club

Just the east of the Anglers Club tract of

land was purchased by Morris Baker of Minneapolis in

1946 His brother had identified this property and
knew that ten men had built camp with large
cement block cistern beneath This was located on fill

at the Atlantic mouth of Dispatch Creek Baker bought
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the camp and 40 acres sight unseen and his first

approach to the property in 42 foot Matthews was

negotiated at high tide because of lack of an adequate
channel For the first six months the Bakers lived on

their boat while bull dozer and drag line knocked

down the mangroves throwing coral rock over them to

create fingers of solid ground alongside channels

few years after the acquisition of the property small

26-room inn was built and the concept of club with

rustic elegance and emphasis on things nautical

evolved Early photographs of this inn show dusty
road with entrance marked by rather grand wooden

archway advertising the presence of the Ocean Reef

Club moribund sailfish hanging from the cross bar to

one side Gradually the drag line and bull dozer

created enough solid ground and waterways so that

property with individual villas was sold near the inn

Since no sand beaches are present on the coral

atolls Baker created his own beach and lagoon in 1952

and by 1955 the first nine holes of golf materialized

Access by water brought in sailors most of whom lived

on their boats originally and then began buying small

condos or villas as the Ocean Reef Club expanded The

original forty acres grew to 1340 acres with landing

strip 3000 feet long which began to attract gentlemen

pilots who often returned to buy condos and villas
Morris Baker died in 1959 but the Club and property
continued to develop under management of his sons New

channels with adjacent fingers of building lots

resulted in Cays variously named Channel Angelfish
Sunset Snapper and Pumpkin Lastly after bridge at

the eastern end of the property opened access to

separate islet of Thigh mangrove another Cay was

developed called Sunrise

Sale of the Bakers interest to Harper Sibley of

Rochester New York was made in 1969 The golf courses

were progressively improved and reorganized Bob Toski

was brought in drawing attention to the golfing
facilities which were indeed unique asset in the

Florida Keys In June 1981 Carl Lindner through his

American Financial Corporation bought an 80% interest

in the resort complex including unsold lots the Inn
golf courses airport and service facilities His

holdings were bought out by the property owners in 1992
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and by 1996 the Ocean Reef Club had grown to 885

registered voters accounting for 10% of Monroe
Countys property tax income housed in 662 private
homes and 820 condos

Almost simultaneously with the private acquisition
of the entire club property in 1992 the most
destructive of all east coast hurricanes named Andrew
buffeted the Reef The destruction which resulted at
the Ocean Reef Club can be understood if one realizes
that the eastern end of Key Largo is in fact the
barrier island for Homestead Florida this being the
urban area suffering the greatest destruction in this
disaster The determination of the property owners of

the Reef to rebuild in spite of this destruction
resulted in the removal of mountains of debris and

vegetation replanting of thousands of tropical plants
all types of palms and replacement of perhaps 90% of

the roofs on the Reef This gave the residents of the
Reef chance to improve the appearance of their public
ways with rejuvenation of much of the older housing
which had originally caught my eye on my first Reef
visit

Today almost 50 years after the 42 foot Matthews
was poled up Dispatch Creek birds eye view of the

Ocean Reef Club reveals hundreds of boats ranging in

size towards 200 feet docked in labyrinth of water
ways Jet aircraft share space along the private air
strip with planes of other description from amphibian
pontoon to helicopters Scores of tennis courts and 54

holes of beautiful grass covered fairways meander over
coral based area where green grass was never natural

cover The Reef is unique even in Florida Its
amenities and their proximity to string of coral
atolls with rich individualistic history is

especially appropriate for the new settlers of this

paradise are indeed the go ahead men of the 20th

century enjoying their Conch RepublicT as did earlier
settlers of the Keys While the Conchs hankering to

become separate republic has gone underground large
yachts bearing the ensign of the Cayman Islands suggest
that the dream is not entirely dead

While little remains of the native hammocks and
artifacts to commemorate the centuries of Indians
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wreckers or pirates pine growers turtlers spongers
and even genuine Conch descendants the old spell of

the keys is not gone homesteader settled on Ramrod

Key just east of Key West just after the railroad began

operation He was interviewed in Marathon at the age
of 84 in 1948 After decades of promotion of the area

through the Key West Chamber of Commerce which he

organized and managed Stephen Cochran Singleton felt

much the same about the keys as when in 1915 he wrote

Southwest southwest are flung
The emerald beads that mean
So little to thee now Florida
And yet when they are cut and strung
And set with gold and Nations bow

Before their matchless beauty
In full-voiced chorus shall be sung
Thy thanks to thy Creator
Who did thee thus endow
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PERSONAL PROVENANCE

June 14 1999 Stanley Troup

As the title suggests this evenings presentation
is something of an autobiographical essay During its

preparation have mused as to what led me in the
direction of preparing such personal document was

surprised to realize that it had been 14 years since
first presented to this audience my recollections of

childhood in North Minneapolis small sense of

urgency overtook me when recently learned that
McDonalds had introduced yet another new product the

McBagel to its menu My earlier presentation titled
One Mans Madelaine among other things railed

against the transmogrification of that ancient culinary
art form Confronted with the reality of this latest

gustatory deconstruction determined that had best
record some further memories before time corporate
America and my own relentless descent into dementia
erased even more of what value


